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LIFETIME GUARANTEE
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All EUROSILICONE mammary protheses are manufactured in accordance with ISO
9001/EN 46001 and CE mark. These certificates guaranteethe quality and control in the
production of Eurosilicone products.
EUROSILICONE Laboratories use only the highest quality medical grade silicone in the
manufactureof mammary implants, supplied by the best FDA approvedAmerican supplier.
EUROSILICONE Laboratories are confident of their silicone gel filled mammary protheses
and have therefore decided to give a lifetime guaranteeto the implanted gel filled mammary
protheses.
LIF'ETIME GUARANTEE
EUROSILICONE Laboratories guaÍantee the free replacement of their silicone gel f,rlled
mammaryprothesiswhich have ruptured inside.
This guaranteeapplies to all mammary prothesis filled with silicone gel, implanted after June
14* 98 by surgeons holding a recognised and appropriate qualification and carryring out
implantation with respebt to the hyliene noffns as far as plastic mamriiary surgery iíconcerned. In case of any rupture the free replacement will be identical to that implant
removed (reference& volume).
REQUESTED CONDITIONS FOR TIIE IMPLEMENTATION
GUARANTEE

OF LIFETIME

The free lifetime guarantee,after a rupture of a silicone gel filled prothesiswill be valid only
under the following conditions :
o
o

Full respectof the traceability
Return the explanted prothesis with the attached EUROSILICONE document
mentioning the reasonsfor the ex-plantation and the observationsduring the removal.
It should be completedby the surgeonand co-signedby the patient

This guaranteecovers all manufacturing defectsleading to rupture of the prothesis.
All rupturesfrom oatside cuasesare excludedfrom the guarantee.
For instance, (this list not being exhaustive),all ruptures coming from : capsularcontraction,
bad manipulation of a surgical instrument during the implantation or surgery following
trauma, or assault or any other injury to the patient.
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